
Key experience.
Reliability.

Garage door 
drive systems
The most modern technology for 
the greatest comfort

®



Quality
at the highest level.

Your satisfaction is our drive.

The aim in providing good accessories is a feeling of quality, and it appeals to one‘s sense 

of aesthetics. That is the crux of our philosophy. In this way, we ensure that our extras 

always harmonise with all garage doors - both functionally and visually. Our drive is your 

satisfaction.
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Quality
at the highest level.



Nice.
Quality can be felt on your skin. Our new de-

signer hand-held transmitters prove this. With 
their elegance and attractiveness they fit in nicely 

with the interior of modern vehicles.
Real gems.

Hand-held transmitter SH4-D black and white

Radio code switch TF-C

Radio switch TF-Bio-UP
Radio indoor switch TI-F2

Hand-held transmitter SH2-S

Hand-held transmitter SH-Bio

Key-operated switch TS-UP

Reliable.
The more varied the garage doors 
are in size, the more variable our 
drive systems are. From Type 
12.1 to 40.1, we offer a range that 
moves every door up softly and 
reliably. And back down again. 

Safe.
Our transmitters assure safety 
with a key, switch combination or 
biometric identification of unau-
thorised use. In addition, people 
and valuables are protected by 
permanent electronic monitoring. 

Comfortable.
Whether it is raining, hailing or 
snowing - with our hand-held 
transmitters, your feet will be dry 
on arrival. Our transmitters are 
optionally equipped with two or 
four channels. 
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For more movement.
The designer hand-held transmitter SH4-D 
takes care of movement, since, with its four 
channels, you can also operate a second 
garage door, a garden gate, the lighting 
inside and out and much, much more. The 
designer hand-held transmitter SH4-D 
black is delivered together with the CarTeck 
drive systems 20.1, 30.1 race and 40.1 as 
standard.
Designer hand-held transmitter SH4-D black
including wall bracket (138121)

Basis of reliability.
This hand-held transmitter is equipped with 

two channels and is also characterised by 
original Teckentrup quality. The tamper-
proof remote control is accompanied by 

the CarTeck drive system 12.1 as standard. 
Standard hand-held transmitter SH2-S

(138120)

More about our new designer hand-held transmitters at: www.teckentrup.biz
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Transmit 
now in colour.

Designer hand-held transmitter SH4-D white (with four coloured sleeves)

Nothing to cover it with? That is not the case when it comes to the designer hand-held 

transmitter. We send out the white design with four coloured sleeves. Simply slip it on, and 

it‘s done. And the colour instantly matches your current mood.
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The five Teckentrup safety features:

• permanent electronic monitoring

• reliable switch-off system

• burglar resistant anti-opening security device

• low noise, maintenance free 

   toothed belt rails

• tamper-proof remote control

Maximum power up to 1000 N 
The CarTeck drive system, 40.1 ensures 
that the door opens and closes safely and 
reliably when large masses are moved 
- for instance with large and sectional 
doors. This drive system is delivered with 
the 4-channel designer hand-held trans-
mitter SH4-D black as standard.
Drive system 40.1 (140588)
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The turbo.
Drive system 30.1 race.     

Because it goes even faster.

You can‘t wait any longer? Because you know that it can go even faster? Then the CarTeck 

30.1 race is exactly the right drive system for you. With an opening speed of up to 220 mm/

second, it is the turbo among the drive systems. But even more still: a safety light barrier as 

extra protection for all that find themselves under the moving door leaf, is included in the 

delivery package (see Pg. 10).

You can find our complete drive system product range here.

Types             Tractive force         Max. opening-  Power consumption              
                 speed                                    in standby

30.1 race  800 N       220 mm/second           < 2.7 W

40.1                1000 N       140 mm/second           < 2.7 W 
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Calculated power.
Energy efficiency.

The newcomer.
The CarTeck drive system 12.1 is particu-
larly suitable for small door sizes and can 
be optionally equipped with an additional 
light barrier. The drive system is controlled 
as standard via the SH2-S 2-channel 
hand-held transmitter. 
Drive system 12.1 (138129)

The multitasker
The CarTeck drive system 20.1 covers 
many standard door sizes and can option-
ally be equipped with an additional light 
barrier. The attractive designer hand-held 
transmitter SH4-D black with four chan-
nels is also delivered as standard.
Drive system 20.1 (140586)
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More information at www.teckentrup.biz

A range of drive systems with low energy consumption

Whether drive system 12.1, 20.1, 40.1 or 30.1 race - we have developed a drive system with 

calculated power for every garage door. That means safety and durability for your invest-

ment. Furthermore, all drive systems reduce their current consumption in standby mode by 

more than 75% as opposed to traditional drive systems.

Types             Tractive force         Max. opening-  Power consumption              
                 speed                                    in standby

12.1  500 N        140 mm/second           < 1.5 W  

20.1  700 N        140 mm/second           < 2 W
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Integrated security.
Our light barrier.

Your own home - more than anything, it stands for security and protection.

This great necessity is already installed in our safety technologies for garage doors. A light 

barrier ensures that the door stops immediately as soon as one of your nearest and dear-

est stops under the door leaf and interrupts the light beam. The light barrier is available as 

standard for drive system 30.1; for all other drive systems, it is available as an option.

Unlimited use.
When the door is closed, transmit-
ters and receivers are invisible and 
protected from damage. It is best 
to install the light barrier later using 
the simple clip assembly. 
Light barrier (155276)
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A fingerprint 
is the safest lock.

A fingerprint is unique.

That‘s the reason why modern safety systems focus on the advantages of biometric rec-

ognition. They offer maximum protection against tampering. If you keep valuables in your 

garage or there is a direct entrance from the garage to the house, then choose the highest 

safety standard.

Radio switch TF-Bio-AP
(138142)

Radio switch TF-Bio-UP (138143)
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Safety: mobile or installed
Our biometric systems are available 
as mobile hand-held transmitters or 

securely installed radio switches. With 
four channels, they can also take on 

other functions besides the garage 
door control. Furthermore, each chan-
nel can be programmed for 10 finger-

prints. The installations can be surface 
or flush mounted as required.

Hand-held transmitter SH-Bio (138141)
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TIP!

Key technologies 
for more comfort.

Entrance also in case of failure.
Garages which do do not have a second
entrance must be provided with an additional 
emergency release. In this way, the door can still be 
opened with the key in the case of a power failure.
Emergency unlocking set (139221)
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Attractive door guard.
With this technology, safety is produced 
by individual number combinations. This 
attractive radio code switch allows the 
easy operation of up to four doors.
Radio code switch TF-C (138140)

Movement in the turn of a key.
The key-operated switch makes it possible: One turn 
of the key and your garage door starts to move. The 
switch can be flush mounted and surface mounted. 

Three keys are included in the delivery package. 
Key-operated switch TS-AP (138138), TS-UP (138137)

Always think of the user - that is the slogan of Teckentrup.

Many users treat a hand-held transmitter as an interior part of their car and leave it there. 

That‘s why we have developed additional key technologies for you, which sensibly comple-

ment the mobile transmitter. No matter whether it‘s a radio code switch or a key switch - 

our innovations combine two advantages together: comfort and safety. 
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Simple.
Flexible.

Pure application.
We offer the convenient one-channel 
indoor switch, which works in the pulse 
sequence „Open, Stop, Close“, to peo-
ple with a soft spot for pure application. 
Simply press the switch when leaving 
the garage and the door closes. 
Indoor switch TI-I1 (138135)

Pulse for 2 channels.
The radio indoor switch TI-FI2 features 
two channels and can be installed 
without laborious cabling. One press 
of the switch - and everything is con-
trolled as you wish.
Radio indoor switch TI-F2 (138136)

We adapt ourselves to your requirements.

People change - and so do their requirements. Adaptability is therefore an important theme 

in our work. We offer technologies that easily integrate with existing systems. This clearly 

expands your possibilities without a great assembly effort. That‘s why they are the concept 

of our development philosophy: All products from our premises are simple and flexible. 

Simply flexible.
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For more possibilities.
Our drive systems are already 

equipped for up to 16 control de-
vices. However, if you would like to 
include more, simply activate your 
external radio receiver. The EF-30 

allows you to integrate up to a 
further 30 hand-held transmitters.
External 1-channel radio receiver 

EF 30 (138133)

The big solution.
With the EF-500, up to 500 hand-held

transmitters can be integrated. 
Hence, it is ideal for property owners 

with lots of housing units and garages.
 External 1-channel radio receiver 

EF 500 (138134)
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Energy-saving thermal insulation
through high-strength PU rigid foam.
Quality at industrial door level!

TÜV tested, burglar resistant.
Valuables or direct access to the living area can 
often be found behind garage doors. That‘s why 
they are a particular target for burglars. If they 
come across a CarTeck sectional door made of 
steel, they go elsewhere. That‘s because our doors 
are TÜV tested and burglar resistant.

Surfaces

wood grain

stucco

micro-profiled

smooth
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Range of ideas for your
garage door.

Safety, comfort, aesthetics.

Regardless of whether you are planning a new construction or want to replace your exist-

ing door - along with safety and comfort, the aesthetics play an important role in choosing 

a garage door. A wide range of colours, surfaces and glazing elements give you unlimited 

room to express your individuality. Find out about the diverse possibilities from Teckentrup 

and let them inspire you.

Colours, surfaces, dimensions. 
Design everything for your 

home with ease. The configu-
rator at www.teckentrup.biz 

makes it possible.

Video about the door. Watch now.
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Technical data
Drive systems & Co.

Drive system 40.1
Article no. 140588

Drive system 30.1 race 
Article no. 140587

Drive system 20.1 
Article no. 140586

Drive system 12.1
Article no. 138129

Electrical data:
Mains voltage: ---------------------------------------------   230V +-10%   ---------------------------------------------
Mains frequency: -----------------------------------------------   50 / 60Hz   ----------------------------------------------
Current consumption:   1.4 A  1.4 A   1.1 A  1.1 A
Power consumption during operation: 0.3KW  0.3KW   0.25KW  0.25KW
Power consumption on stand-by: <2.7W  <2.7W   <2W  <1.5W
Power-on time: -----------------------------------------------   KB 2 Min   -----------------------------------------------
Control voltage: ------------------------------------------------   24V DC   ------------------------------------------------
Protection type: --------------------------------------------------   IP 20   -------------------------------------------------
Protection class: ----------------------------------------------------   1   ----------------------------------------------------

Technical data:
Tensile and compressive force: 1000N  800N   700N  500N
Operating speed On:   <= 140mm/Sec. <= 220mm/Sec.  <= 140mm/Sec. <= 140mm/Sec.
Operating speed Off:   <= 140mm/Sec. <= 110mm/Sec.  <= 140mm/Sec. <= 140mm/Sec.
Dimensions:   350x200x125 360x230x125  360x230x125 360x230x125
Weight:   6.5kg  6.5kg   6.5kg  5.3kg 
Temperature range: -------------------------------------------   -20°C bis 60°C   -------------------------------------------

Properties:
Reference point technology:  X  X   X  X
Soft start / soft stop:    X  X   X  X
Partial opening:    X  X   X  X
2-minute light:    X  X   X  X
Connection red/green signal:  X  -   -  -
Automatic feed:   X  -   -  -

Package contents:
Drive with mounting accessories: yes  yes   yes  yes
Remote control 868 MHz:  4 channel  4 channel   4 channel  2 channel
Light barrier:   optional  yes   optional  optional

Toothed belt rail insertion depth:
Z1 to door height 2250 mm, overall depth: 3320 mm (3155*)
Z2 to door height 2500 mm, overall depth: 3570 mm
Z3 to door height 3000 mm, overall depth: 4070 mm

* Drive 12.1 max. overall depth with head turned 90° (saves approx. 150 mm insertion depth)

Toothed belt rail Z1 
Article no. 138126
Toothed belt rail Z2
Article no. 138127
Toothed belt rail Z3
Article no. 138128
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4-button hand-held transmitter, 
868 MHz
•	pulse	for	door	OPEN	/	CLOSED
•	for	all	drive	systems 
 for controlling a maximum of four  
 drive systems
•	 incl.	4	sleeves										 	
   in black, blue, green, pink
•	 incl.	wall	bracket

Hand-held transmitter SH4-D white
Article no. 138124

4-button hand-held transmitter, 
868 MHz
•	pulse	for	door	OPEN	/	CLOSED
•	for	all	drive	systems
 for controlling a maximum of four 
 drive systems
•	 incl.	wall	bracket

Hand-held transmitter SH4-D black
Article no. 138121

Hand-held transmitter SH2-S

2-button hand-held transmitter, 
868 MHz
•	pulse	for	door	OPEN	/	CLOSED
•	for	all	drive	systems
 for controlling a maximum of two
 drive systems

Article no. 138120

Hand-held transmitter SH-Bio

Biometric 4-channel 
hand-held transmitter
•	 incl.	wall	bracket

Article no. 138141

TF- Bio- AP
Article no. 138142

TF- Bio- UP
Article no. 138143

Radio switches Bio- AP and UP

Flush mounted/surface mounted 
radio switch 4-channel
•	 incl.	fastening	material

Indoor switches TI-F2/ TI-I1 

•	 incl.	10	metre	cable
•	pulse	train	OPEN	/	STOP

Radio indoor switch, 2-channel TI-F2
Article no. 138136

Indoor switch, 1-channel TI-I1
Article no. 138135

External 1-channel 
Radio receiver with antenna 
•	 incl.	fastening	material
•	 to	retrofit	all	drivesystems	and
 third-party products for 
 max. 30 (EF 30) or max. 500   
 (EF 500) hand-held transmitter
•	EF	500:	Managable,	optional	with		
 alarm output, 4-channel

Radio receiver EF 30 / EF 500
EF 30 (12-24 V, DC)
Article no. 138133 

EF 500 (230 V, AC)
Article no. 138134

Flush mounted
Article no. 138137

Surface mounted
Article no. 138138

Key-operated switch with 2-button control

•	 incl.	10	metre	cable
•	 incl.	half	cylinder	30,5	
•	 incl.	3	keys

Radio code button, 868 MHz
•	pulse	door	OPEN	/	CLOSED
•	4-channels	with	PIN	Code

Radio code button TF-C
Article no. 138140

Light barrier
Article no. 155276

•	safety	cut-out	device	for	
    further protection of people 
    and valuables
•	 in	CLOSED	position,	light	beam	 
 is interrupted, stops and reverses 
 the drive system
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Doors.
Garage doors.
Industrial doors.
A safe bet with Teckentrup.

On the market for 80 years, now one of the leading providers of doors and gates.

As a company with more than 80 years of tradition, we manufacture doors and gates for the 

industry at 2 modern production facilities in Germany. The demands in this area have made 

us a specialist for particularly efficient safety technology. At the beginning of the millenium, 

we asked ourselves the question: Why not use our special expertise for private users? You 

know the answer, because since then, Teckentrup has also stood for a particularly high reli-

ability and versatility in this field. 

That‘s why the motto for more and more constructors, architects and designers is: 

Garage doors? A safe bet with Teckentrup.

You can find all information on our products at: www.teckentrup.biz
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Dealer imprint

www.teckentrup.biz

Europe-wide.
Available.


